
Coordinating Inspired Decor in Your Home 
With Each Changing Season

changing interiors from "blah" to "ahhh"

Match Your Home's Fabrics With Each Season

1.
Textures are important to
create the mood for your
room and can be easily
switched out seasonally.
Light cotton and linens

should be used in summer,
while adding in some

thicker, wool, and flannel
accessories can make a
room feel warmer in the

winter. 

 

2.
When decorating with

certain holiday colors, vary
the color's intensity rather

than having the same
shade of the same color in

each accessory. Fabric
colors should include

shades and tints of the
main hue and the accent

colors.

 

3.
An easy way to change

your homes mood between
seasons is with seasonal
pillows, blankets, or rugs,
while keeping the colors

within the same hue.

Harmonize All Elements of the Fabric



4.
Choose a principal color

that you want to base your
room's color palette on and
match this color, shade, or
hue in other fabrics in order
to unify your home. Do this
while maintaining the same

undertone in each
piece. Choose a consistent

color theme.

 

5.
Mixing patterns is fine as
long as you determine the
correct balance between a
larger and smaller pattern,
and choose a consistent

theme.

 

6.
Combining similar textures
while adding in contrasting
fabrics, such as heavy and
light or smooth and rough,
can be a fun way to create
harmonizing combinations

in your home. 

Don't underestimate the power of small accessories



7.
Perking up your home with
each season is as easy as
adding or switching out a
few small accessories,
such as a piece of art

above your mantel or the
floral accessories you have
entwined within your home.

 

8.
Add in warm rustic touches

for fall and winter while
brightening the room with

light and flowery
accessories in the spring
and summer. Change out

these accessories
appropriately without letting
the seasons run together in

your home.

 

9.
Keeping handy different

prints to seasonally swap in
and out of a designated

frame is a simple and quick
way to welcome each new

season in your home.
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